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Abstract 

Estimating the severity of a traffic accident is a problem in motor vehicle traffic 

because it affects saving human life. If the severity value can be predicted before the accident, 

all the emergency teams needed could be sent to the area to provide faster first aid. With this 

aim, we studied a big data set for accidents in the USA between 2016 and 2020, almost 

2.25x10
6 

rows long. First, the data is preprocessed by removing unnecessary variables. Then 

rows with blank cells are removed. Finally, about 1.7x10
6
 rows length data are left for the 

prediction process. A machine learning algorithm has been used to classify the severity based 

on 16 input parameters. Binary-to-decimal count conversation has been used as a novel 

preprocessing method. As a result, the model has been built with a total accuracy of 0.816. 

The test results are also validated with precision, recall, and f1-score values. An auto-machine 

learning model has been developed and trained to predict the severity of a possible traffic 

accident based on the weather and road conditions. Thus it will be possible to direct 

emergency units to areas with high accident severity, and preventing a fatality. 
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1. Introduction 

Accidents are unplanned and uncontrolled events caused by people, situations, 

environmental factors, or combinations [1]. Road traffic accidents have become the primary 

source of property damage, health problems, permanent disability, and death. Traffic 

accidents are a noteworthy public health drawback worldwide, causing 1.35 million deaths 

and between 20 and 50 million injuries annually [2]. Every day there are 3,000 deaths from 

traffic accidents worldwide. The number of injured is almost ten times the number of dead, 

with around 240,000 cases per year. These high rates and high passenger volume imply the 

need for a comprehensive passenger safety study [3]. Traffic accidents are among the causes 

of death and injury worldwide [4]. Therefore, it is imperative to predict traffic accidents 

accurately. Studies on predicting the severity of traffic accidents utilizing artificial 

intelligence can be found in the literature. Some of these use genetic algorithms (GA) [5], 

some with artificial neural networks [6-8], some with the Bayesian network [9], some with 

machine learning (ML) [10-15], some with deep learning (DL) methods [16-17] estimated 

traffic accident severity. 

Angarita-Zapataa et al. (2021) used the Auto- Machine Learning (Auto-ML) model to 

estimate traffic accident severity using data covering injury accidents and property damage 

accidents from approximately 220,000 data between 2014 and 2018 in Medellin, Colombia 

[18]. Alnami et al. (2021) used data mining and machine learning algorithms using the 

633372 traffic accident dataset to predict traffic accident severity in Florida [19]. Theofilatos 

et al. (2019) Compared ML and Deep Learning DL methods to predict real-time accident 

occurrence [20]. Hashmienejad et al. (2017) estimated traffic accident severity in the Tehran 

province of Iran over five years (2008-2013) with the data set containing 14211 accidents and 

the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) method. When they evaluated the 

estimation results, they stated that the NSGA-II method gave an accuracy of 88.2% [5]. 



Alkheder et al. (2017) used an artificial neural network (ANN) to evaluate the injury severity 

of traffic accidents based on 5973 traffic accident records between 2008 and 2013 in Abu 

Dhabi. For each accident record, they collected 48 different characteristics at the time of the 

accident, and after data preprocessing, the data were reduced to 16 factors and four injury 

severity classes. They said that ANN classifiers could accurately forecast accident severity 

[6]. Sameen and Pradhan (2017) developed a DL model using the Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN) to calculate the injury severity of traffic accidents based on 1130 accident records 

between 2009 and 2015 on the North-South Highway (NSE) in Malaysia to estimate [8]. 

In addition, there are studies on big data and risk management in the literature.  

Zhang et al. (2022) used the big data analytics method to assess the risk of ship grounding in 

operational conditions [21]. Zhang et al. (2021) are used extensively in evaluating ship values 

[22]. Kaffash et al. (2021) aimed to provide a comprehensive review of the Intelligent 

Transportation System (ITS) implementation and a review of the best-known models with big 

data used in ITS. For this, 586 articles were examined between 1997-2019 [23]. Terzi and 

Erten (2020) examined sustainable transportation and big data examples. They made 

inferences about how these data will be used in the transportation sector [24]. 

Based on the literature, although there are accident severity analysis studies based on 

artificial intelligence methods, as explained above, accident severity estimation based on 

AutoML using big data is limited. This study proposes an AutoML framework that can be 

used as a decision support system to direct emergency units before traffic accidents occur. 

Data on 2.25 million accidents between February 2016 and December 2020 in 49 United 

States (USA) states were examined for this. These data are State, Temperature, Wind Chill, 

Humidity, Pressure, Visibility, Wind Speed, Precipitation, Weather Condition, Year, Month, 

point of interest (POI – amenity, bump, crossing, give way, Junction, no exit, railway, 

roundabout, traffic calming, traffic signal, and turning loop), Sunrise Number (Sunrise Sunset, 



Civil Twilight, Nautical Twilight, and Astronomical Twilight), Weekday and hour. Data of 

missing details are eliminated. Thus, 1.7 million accident data are used to develop the 

AutoML model. POIs have been converted to numbers for simplification and ease of model 

analysis. POI numbers were assigned using the binary count system, and AutoML models 

were developed. No studies have been found in the literature on assigning POI numbers to 

data with similar characteristics to the binary count system. Model results were validated with 

accuracy, acuity, recall, and F1-score. 

The following section is about the theory of the model, where the AutoML and binary 

count system, which has been used to convert the POI parameters into numbers, have been 

specified. Afterward, detailed information about the dataset, such as the source and the 

content, is given as the practical application. In the fourth section, the analysis findings have 

been given and discussed. In the last section, a summary of the study has been presented. 

2. Theory of the Model 

2.1. Auto Machine Learning (Auto-ML) 

The ML technique uses various probabilistic, statistical, and optimization algorithms 

to learn from experience and recognizes valuable patterns of large, unstructured, and complex 

datasets [25]. ML is a subclass of artificial intelligence that creates a mathematical model 

based on sample data (training data).ML learns first with the training set and then evaluates 

the performance of the regressor or classifier with the test set. It then aims to create a 

regressor or classifier [26]. The problem with Auto-ML is to make a trained process line 

M: XY, which is hyper parameterized and minimizes the generalization error by automatically 

generating estimates for samples taken from 

      λ λ dPd :GE M M x , y P x, y dxdy   (1) 



Since a dataset can only be described through a set of n independent observations 

    d 1 1 n n dD x , y ,..., x , y P , we can only empirically approximate the generalization error 

experimentally using example data: 
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Moreover, estimate , e.g., by k-fold cross-validation: 
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[27]. 

Auto-learn: It uses Bayesian optimization, ensemble choice, and meta-learning to find a 

promising ML pipeline consisting of an AutoML method, preprocessing techniques, and an 

ML classifier [18]. 

2.2. Binary Count System 

The point of interest (POI) and daylight status parameters are considered binary 

numbers in this study. If any POI or daylight status is present on the accident data, the 

corresponding number is 1, and 0, if not present. The binary number system only uses the 

values 0 and 1. In the binary number system, each parameter is represented as a power of 2. 

On the other hand, the decimal number system is used daily and shown using the digits 0 to 9 

[28]. By converting the binary to the decimal system, the count of the parameters is 

decreased. Thus, the computational time needed to run the program can be reduced. 



Conversion between binary and decimal counts has been done by multiplying the 

binary count with two raised to the power of the position of the POI. Here, the right-most POI 

variable's position starts with 0, and the position number increase by one for each variable 

standing left. 

 

3. Practical Application 

A traffic accident dataset has been applied practically to apply the above-explained 

theoretical method. The accident dataset comprises approximately  traffic accidents 

in 49 states of the USA between February 2016 to December 2020 [29]. Figure 1 shows the 

frequency distribution of traffic accidents in the USA up to December 2020. 

The following classifiers were applied in this study: Random Forest (RF), Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), Gradient Boosting (GrB), Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), k-Nearest 

Neighbors (kNN), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GB), Extra Trees, Adaptive Boosting, Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Passive-Aggressive Classifiers. 

The POI number has been calculated using a binary count system by combining 13 

variables: Amenity, Bump, Crossing, Give Way, Junction, No Exit, Railway, Roundabout, 

Station, Stop, Traffic Calming, Traffic Signal, and Turning Loop (Figure 2). Also, the Sunrise 

Number has been calculated by combining four variables – Sunrise Sunset, Civil Twilight, 

Nautical Twilight, and Astronomical Twilight – using a binary count system.  

4. Results and Discussion  

 data covering 49 states of the USA were filtered to 1.7x10
6
 data to estimate 

traffic accident severity with AutoML. The data used are presented in Table 1. Here the 

severity levels could be thought of as "No effect accident," "Property Damage Accident," 

"Injury Accident," and "Fatal Accident" for levels 1 to 4, respectively. 



State, Temperature(F), Wind Chill(F), Humidity (%), Pressure(in), Visibility(mi), 

Wind Speed(mph), Precipitation(in), Weather Condition, Year, Month, Day, POI Number, 

Sunrise Number, Weekday and Hour parameters were used as inputs in the Auto-ML model 

and severity was estimated. Statistical information about the data set is given in Table 2. The 

histograms of the dataset are presented in Figure 3. 

In addition, a correlation matrix was created to examine the relationship between the 

variables used in the AutoML model. The correlation matrix is given in Figure 4. 

When Figure 4 is examined, it is seen that the relationship between the input 

parameters and the output parameter is relatively low. 

Auto-ML model uses RF, SVM, GrB, MLP, kNN, GB, Extra Trees, Adaptive 

Boosting, LDA, and Passive-Aggressive Classifiers algorithms. In order to develop Auto-ML 

models, the data set is divided into 75% training and 25% test set. The detail of the Auto-ML 

model is given in Figure 5. RF, with an accuracy value of 0.816, was selected as the most 

suitable AutoML model. The hyperparameters found as a result of the Auto-ML model are 

shown in Figure 6. 

Accuracy, precision, recall, and f1 score were used to assess the model's performance developed using the RF algorithm in each severity class (1, 2, 3, or 4). A confusion matrix was created to calculate accuracy, recall, and f1 score. Equations 5, 6, 7, and 8 were then used to compare performance calculated by accuracy, 

precision, recall, and f1 value. The confusion matrix of the model is shown in Figure 7. 
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Where; TP stands for True Positive, TN stands for True Negative, FP stands for False 

Positive, and FN stands for False Negative. 



Figure 7 correctly predicts 3015 of 6955 accidents for severity 1, 317644 of 333055 

accidents for severity 2, 24802 of 71625 accidents for severity 3, and 3545 of 15999 accidents 

for severity 4. 

The Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 scores calculated for each severity class are 

given in Table 3. 

When Table 3 is examined, it is seen to give Severity 1 with 0.99 accuracies. 

According to the F1 score results, Severity 2 gave the best result with 0.89 and severity 1,3,4 

with the order of other severity classes. 

5. Conclusion 

Between 2016 and 2020, more than 2.25 million traffic accidents occurred in the USA. 

In this study, real traffic and accident data for 49 states of the USA were used to estimate the 

severity of traffic accidents. Similar variables are combined with the Binary Count System. 

Auto-ML model was developed for traffic accident severity estimation. The correlation matrix 

determined the relations of each variable with the others. When the correlation matrix was 

examined, it was seen that each variable gave a low correlation between severity. The 

accuracy value was used to determine the best classifier. It has been determined that the best 

algorithm is RF, with an accuracy value of 0.816. Based on the literature studies, it has been 

seen that such a comprehensive study has yet to be carried out in almost whole states in the 

USA. In addition, the severity estimation made with approximately 1.7 million data yielded 

outstanding results. The severity estimation performed with such extensive data will be a 

source of inspiration for future studies. The developed Auto-ML model is suggested to be 

used as a decision support system to quickly direct the emergency units to the scene within a 

reasonable time according to the traffic accident severity. 
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Figures and Tables Captions 

Figure 1. Frequency Distribution of US-Accidents (2016-2020) 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the calculation of the POI number (
*
1 if true; 0 if false) 

Figure 3. The histograms of the dataset. 

Figure 4. Correlation matrix of the dataset 

Figure 5. The detail of the Auto-ML model 

Figure 6. Auto-ML model hyperparameters 

Figure 7. Confusion matrix of the model 

Table 1. Data used in accident analysis (These data were compiled by Moosavi et al., [27]) 

Table 2. The statistical information of the dataset 

Table 3. Data on severity classes 
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Figure 1. Frequency Distribution of US-Accidents (2016-2020) 



 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the calculation of the POI number (
*
1 if true; 0 if false) 

POI Number 

12th Amenity value* x 212 

11th Bump value* x 211 

10th Crossing value* x 210 

9th Give Way value* x 29 

8th Junction value* x 28 

7th No Exit value* x 27 

6th Railway value* x 26 

5th Round- about value* x 25 

4th Station value* x 24 

3rd Stop value* x 23 

2nd Traffic Calming value* x 22 

1st Traffic Signal value* x 21 

0th Turning Loop value* x 20 



 

Figure 3. The histograms of the dataset. 

 



 

Figure 4. Correlation matrix of the dataset 

 



 

Figure 5. The detail of the Auto-ML model 

[(0.940000,SimpleClassificationPipeline({'balancing:strategy':'weighting','classifier:__choice__':'sgd','data_preprocessing:categorical_tr

ansformer:categorical_encoding:__choice__':'no_encoding','data_preprocessing:categorical_transformer:category_coalescence:__choice

__':'minority_coalescer','data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:imputation:strategy':'median','data_preprocessing:numerical_transfo

rmer:rescaling:__choice__':'robust_scaler','feature_preprocessor:__choice__':'extra_trees_preproc_for_classification','classifier:sgd:alph

a':0.00010658622809304751,'classifier:sgd:average':'False','classifier:sgd:fit_intercept':'True','classifier:sgd:learning_rate':'invscaling','cl

assifier:sgd:loss':'perceptron','classifier:sgd:penalty':'l2','classifier:sgd:tol':0.003449144391639749,'data_preprocessing:categorical_trans

former:category_coalescence:minority_coalescer:minimum_fraction':0.007975286334462867,'data_preprocessing:numerical_transform

er:rescaling:robust_scaler:q_max':0.9127392843602231,'data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:rescaling:robust_scaler:q_min':0.21

922545741477822,'feature_preprocessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_classification:bootstrap':'False','feature_preprocessor:extra_trees_prep

roc_for_classification:criterion':'entropy','feature_preprocessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_classification:max_depth':'None','feature_prepro

cessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_classification:max_features':0.16550428909478176,'feature_preprocessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_class

ification:max_leaf_nodes':'None','feature_preprocessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_classification:min_impurity_decrease':0.0,'feature_prep

rocessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_classification:min_samples_leaf':18,'feature_preprocessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_classification:min

_samples_split':8,'feature_preprocessor:extra_trees_preproc_for_classification:min_weight_fraction_leaf':0.0,'feature_preprocessor:extr

a_trees_preproc_for_classification:n_estimators':100,'classifier:sgd:eta0':8.391437198884603e-06,'classifier:sgd:power_t': 

0.6153057870148475}, 

dataset_properties={ 

  'task': 2, 

  'sparse': False, 

  'multilabel': False, 

  'multiclass': True, 

  'target_type': 'classification', 

  'signed': False})), 

(0.040000,SimpleClassificationPipeline({'balancing:strategy':'none','classifier:__choice__':'adaboost','data_preprocessing:categorical_tra

nsformer:categorical_encoding:__choice__':'one_hot_encoding','data_preprocessing:categorical_transformer:category_coalescence:__ch

oice__':'no_coalescense','data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:imputation:strategy':'most_frequent','data_preprocessing:numerical

_transformer:rescaling:__choice__':'quantile_transformer','feature_preprocessor:__choice__':'feature_agglomeration','classifier:adaboost

:algorithm':'SAMME','classifier:adaboost:learning_rate':0.4034077156997028,'classifier:adaboost:max_depth':7,'classifier:adaboost:n_e

stimators':280,'data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:rescaling:quantile_transformer:n_quantiles':1440,'data_preprocessing:numeri

cal_transformer:rescaling:quantile_transformer:output_distribution':'normal','feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:affinity':'cosin

e','feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:linkage':'average','feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:n_clusters':94,'feature_pr

eprocessor:feature_agglomeration:pooling_func': 'max'}, 

dataset_properties={ 

  'task': 2, 

  'sparse': False, 

  'multilabel': False, 

  'multiclass': True, 

  'target_type': 'classification', 

  'signed': False})), 

(0.020000,SimpleClassificationPipeline({'balancing:strategy':'none','classifier:__choice__':'random_forest','data_preprocessing:categoric

al_transformer:categorical_encoding:__choice__':'no_encoding','data_preprocessing:categorical_transformer:category_coalescence:__ch

oice__':'no_coalescense','data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:imputation:strategy':'mean','data_preprocessing:numerical_transfor

mer:rescaling:__choice__':'quantile_transformer','feature_preprocessor:__choice__':'feature_agglomeration','classifier:random_forest:bo

otstrap':'False','classifier:random_forest:criterion':'entropy','classifier:random_forest:max_depth':'None','classifier:random_forest:max_fe

atures':0.5089615362026388,'classifier:random_forest:max_leaf_nodes':'None','classifier:random_forest:min_impurity_decrease':0.0,'cla

ssifier:random_forest:min_samples_leaf':1,'classifier:random_forest:min_samples_split':11,'classifier:random_forest:min_weight_fractio

n_leaf':0.0,'data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:rescaling:quantile_transformer:n_quantiles':1422,'data_preprocessing:numerical_

transformer:rescaling:quantile_transformer:output_distribution':'uniform','feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:affinity':'euclidea

n','feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:linkage':'ward','feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:n_clusters':366,'feature_prep

rocessor:feature_agglomeration:pooling_func': 'mean'}, 

dataset_properties={ 

  'task': 2, 

  'sparse': False, 

  'multilabel': False, 

  'multiclass': True, 

  'target_type': 'classification', 

  'signed': False})), 

] 



 

Figure 6. Auto-ML model hyperparameters 

 

 

SimpleClassificationPipeline({'balancing:strategy': 'none', 'classifier:_choice': 'random_forest', 

'data_preprocessing:categorical_transformer:categorical_encoding:__choice': 'no_encoding', 

'data_preprocessing:categorical_transformer:category_coalescence:__choice': 'no_coalescense', 

'data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:imputation:strategy': 'mean', 

'data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:rescaling:__choice': 'quantile_transformer', 

'feature_preprocessor:__choice_': 'feature_agglomeration', 'classifier:random_forest:bootstrap': 'False', 

'classifier:random_forest:criterion': 'entropy', 'classifier:random_forest:max_depth': 'None', 

'classifier:random_forest:max_features': 0.5089615362026388, 'classifier:random_forest:max_leaf_nodes': 

'None', 'classifier:random_forest:min_impurity_decrease': 0.0, 'classifier:random_forest:min_samples_leaf': 

1, 'classifier:random_forest:min_samples_split': 11, 'classifier:random_forest:min_weight_fraction_leaf': 0.0, 

'data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:rescaling:quantile_transformer:n_quantiles': 1422, 

'data_preprocessing:numerical_transformer:rescaling:quantile_transformer:output_distribution': 'uniform', 

'feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:affinity': 'euclidean', 

'feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:linkage': 'ward', 

'feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:n_clusters': 366, 

'feature_preprocessor:feature_agglomeration:pooling_func': 'mean'}, 

dataset_properties={ 

  'task': 2, 

  'sparse': False, 

  'multilabel': False, 

  'multiclass': True, 

  'target_type': 'classification', 

  'signed': False})), 



 

Figure 7. Confusion matrix of the model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Tables 

Table 1. Data used in accident analysis (These data were compiled by Moosavi et al., [27]) 

Data Definition 

Severity A number between 1 and 4 indicates the severity of the accident. 

Here, 1 indicates the most negligible impact on traffic, and 4 shows the most 

significant impact. 

State The state in the address field 

Temperature(F) Displays the temperature  

Wind Chill(F) Wind indicates cold  

Humidity (%) Displays humidity  

Pressure(in) Indicates air pressure  

Visibility(mi) Shows the visibility 

Wind Speed(mph) Shows wind speed 

Precipitation(in) Shows the amount of precipitation, if any 

Weather Condition Weather (rain, snow, storm, fog, etc.) 

Year Indicates the year in which the accident occurred. 

Month Indicates the month in which the accident occurred. 

Day Indicates the day the accident occurred. 

POI Number POI parameters are taken as position numbers to calculate the decimal number from 

the binary system. Thus, the 13 input parameters are clustered into 1 to improve the 

system's performance. 

Sunrise Number Day/night parameters are taken as position numbers to calculate the decimal number 

from the binary system. Thus, the four input parameters are clustered into 1 to 

improve the system's performance. 

Weekday Indicates the weekday on which the accident occurred. 

Hour Indicates the time when the accident occurred. 

 

 



 

Table 2. The statistical information of the dataset 

 count mean std min %25 %50 %75 max 

State 1710535 20.79 15.19 1.00 4.00 19.00 36.00 49.00 

Temperature(F) 1710535 56.98 19.45 -29.00 43.00 58.00 72.00 174.00 

Wind Chill(F) 1710535 55.04 22.17 -59.00 39.00 58.00 72.00 174.00 

Humidity (%) 1710535 65.94 22.79 1.00 50.00 69.00 85.00 100.00 

Pressure(in) 1710535 29.43 1.09 19.37 29.22 29.76 30.00 58.04 

Visibility(mi) 1710535 9.01 2.82 0.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 101.00 

Wind Speed(mph) 1710535 7.36 5.54 0.00 3.00 7.00 10.00 984.00 

Precipitation(in) 1710535 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.00 

Weather Condition 1710535 3.64 3.43 1.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 20.00 

year 1710535 2019.39 0.89 2016 2019 2020 2020 2020 

month 1710535 7.61 3.75 1.00 4.00 9.00 11.00 12.00 

day 1710535 16.14 8.65 1.00 9.00 16.00 23.00 31.00 

POI Number 1710535 144.74 523.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 7180.00 

Sunrise Number 1710535 9.70 6.82 0.00 0.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 

Weekday 1710535 2.59 1.82 0.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 6.00 

hour 1710535 12.15 6.01 0.00 7.00 13.00 17.00 23.00 

Severity 1710535 2.23 0.53 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 

 

Table 3. Data on severity classes 

  Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 

Severity 1 0.99 0.74 0.43 0.55 

Severity 2 0.83 0.84 0.95 0.89 

Severity 3 0.31 0.59 0.35 0.44 

Severity 4 0.21 0.73 0.22 0.34 
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